Rearguard by Roger Burley
Lt Galt had always heard that being rearguard was tough, now he understands!
Hopefully the Javelin teams can get a couple of tanks and block up the approach road to
the east. The Fire Zones should help identify the targets and get the initial licks in. All
the infantry teams have scouted their exfiltration routes and are to begin the withdrawal
once the mortars start landing on the crossroads. He will stay in the farm building until
the last mortar barrage, then withdraw. The team he worries about is across the road, but
they have orders to fire one Javelin and withdraw to the north, where they can join up
with the veteran Assistant Patrol Leader. Each Javelin team has a MMG team nearby to
provide security and cover their withdrawal.
Lt Galt still cannot believe his short platoon is only given two AT-4s. A textbook
rearguard action has every soldier carrying one or two for the striking power, but the G-4
only has two for the whole platoon. That makes the Javelins even more valuable. The
Germans promise a platoon of their best Leopard IIs to help cover our withdrawal, I just
hope they can tell time.

A secondary mission is to try to find out the Russian objectives. Any prisoners or
documents will help fill the gaps in the intelligence picture.
Captain Ilvanich pushes forward the two T-72 tanks
that comprise his point section. As they approach
the intersection, they are attacked by ATGMs. The
T-72 on the right explodes and, fiercely burning,
coasts to a stop. The other T-72 clears the
intersection and turns to the northwest.

The T-80s behind the point element bring the Javelin
ATGM gunner under fire with HE, killing him.
The point T-72 is out of the frying pan and into the fire,
as he slows to a stop in the crosshairs of a second
Javelin. The sudden stopping of the tank throws the
gunner’ sight off the tank when he fires, and the Javelin
hits in front of the tank throwing off a
large dust cloud.
The Javelin gunner rolls the empty tube
away and quickly attached the CLU to the
nearest full up round and hoists it to his
shoulder. Both the tank and the Javelin
gunner fire at the same time. The Javelin
gunner is killed, and the tank is
immobilized.

The next wave of tanks (T-80s) spread out
to overwatch positions near the
intersection, and the back two proceed
straight down the road. Not finding
immediate targets the tanks disperse to
cover the advancing APCs.

The APCs hug the left side of the road, and
when they reach the intersection, begin to
dismount their infantry fire teams into the
nearby buildings.

Captain Ilvanich orders the next wave forward, four
T-90s with a couple of BTRs interspersed to cover the
right flank and take the high ground to the northwest.
Just past the intersection, the tanks turn right and
enter a field. Although the field is open, it is by no
means level. With plenty of folds and dips, it is tough
to see the top of the hill or even parallel to the road.
As Lt. Klein maneuvers his five Leos onto the board, the two
tanks on the left flank spot the lead Leopard II near the road.
There are two near the road and three up the west corner of
the board. The rear T-90 is also spotted by the Leos and the
lead T-90 is spotted by the Javelin gunner on the top of the
ridge to the west.
On the next round, both the T-90 and the lead Leo fire. The
T-90 hits, and the Leo misses.
Burning Leo
The two T-80s on the road slow to a stop on the road
looking for the enemy.
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The MMG team in the house to the west of the
intersection opens fire on the dismounting infantry to
the east. This forces the infantry to take cover.

The Javelin gunner gets a lock and takes out one of the T90s. Then, he quickly ducks down to drop the empty tube,
disconnect the command unit and roll another Javelin
towards him for reload. Two Leopards slowly come to the
crest of the ridge and bring the T-90s in the field below

under fire. Because of the reverse slope and the folds in the open area below, both sides
have only hull down views.
Lt. Klein maneuvers his tank along the ridge, looking for a trail or opening to catch the
Russians in the right flank and cover the withdrawal of the infantry units to the west.
The surviving Leo near the road bursts through the hedges and finds himself looking
down the barrels of two T-80s stopped in the road, lots of APCs near the road
intersection, and more behind them mixed with tanks. He fires at the close tank on the
road, but misses. The two T-80s on the road return fire, and although one gets a hit, the
round does not penetrate the heavy armor. The Leo races ahead, hoping to get in among
the APCs for easy pickings.
The Leos also have better fire control to go
with the armor, and between the Leo on the
ridge and Lt. Klein (who finds a great hull
down position) two more T-90s are burning
in the field.
Suddenly, a NATO battery of 81mm mortars
commences fire on the TRP.
The Javelin gunner on the ridge gets another
missile lock and fires. So does the last T-90
(his target). The HE round eliminates the
Javelin gunner, but the missile does not care,
and it impacts the top of the tank and kills it.
The mortar barrage [16 HE rounds (four rounds each) on the road, centers on the TRP]
continues for four phases. Several of the APC are damaged and some of the crews are
killed, while others bail out. Most of the infantry units in the rear dismount the vehicles.
There they face MMG fire from the house at the intersection and a continuing mortar
barrage. One is initially pinned and suppressed in the open and then seeks cover behind
some of the houses to the east of the intersection.
This movement is spotted by one of the US
infantry fire teams. They see an opportunity
to bring back a prisoner and perhaps a map.
As they start across the open ground towards
the yard fence, another Russian fire team
rounds the building corner and fires at them.
But, the small arms fire is inaccurate and now
the two units are locked in melee.

The adjacent suppressed fire team avoids the melee. Inexplicably, no neighboring
WarPac unit comes to their rescue. Perhaps some
nearby fire teams fail to see the action, or perhaps
some are taking cover from the mortars. Quite
possibly, others see the open area but decide not to
cross. Whatever the reason, the first round of melee
is indecisive.
The Leo on the road drives right between the T-80s
and almost makes it to the APCs when the T-80s
managed to get another shot off and kill the Leo on
the edge of the road.
The second round of melee suppresses the Russian
squad. On the next phase both Russian fire teams try
to escape, but only one is successful. The fire team
leader grabs the map case and the one unwounded
Russian and the team moves around the large tin
roofed building and into the woods followed by Lt.
Galt and his small HQ group.
NATO is in a general withdrawal, covered by the mortar barrage and the three remaining
Leopard IIs. Additionally, all of the MMG teams survive (some withdraw to fallback
positions).
The game ends with NATO in a strong position to cover the open area in the southwest
corner, one Javelin team on the road (but too close to fire), all five MMGs and three
Leopard IIs.
With almost 3 of 4 turns played, the point count is inconclusive, with the Russians 1 point
ahead.

